Rare regions and Griffiths singularities
example: dilute ferromagnet critical temperature T c is reduced compared to clean value T c0 for T c < T < T c0 : no global order but local order on rare, large islands devoid of impurities locally ordered islands have slow dynamics ⇒ singular free energy everywhere in the Griffiths region (T c < T < T c0 ) in classical systems: Griffiths singularities are generically very weak magnetic susceptibility is finite 
one-dimensional Ising model with 1/r 2 interaction is known to have an ordered phase ⇒ in a system with overdamped dynamics and Ising symmetry, an isolated rare region can develop a static magnetization quantum phase transition is rounded by disorder Isolated islands -Lifshitz tail arguments probability to find rare region of size L devoid of defects:
Consequently: probability to find a region which becomes critical at t c :
total magnetization at coupling t is given by the sum over all rare regions having t c > t:
Computer simulation of a model system
Classical Ising model with two spatial and one time-like dimensions quantum coupling constant ⇒ classical temperature original temperature ⇒ linear size L τ in time direction
J x -binary random variable, totally correlated in the time-like direction P (J) = (1 − c) δ(J − 1) + c δ(J) interaction in time-direction is infinite-ranged: static magnetization on the rare regions is retained time direction can be treated exactly, permitting large sizes set of local mean-field equations, solved numerically be iteration • system is extremely inhomogeneous, even on a logarithmic scale
• conventional quantum Griffiths behavior does not exist because the rare regions are static
General mechanism for the disorder-induced rounding of phase transitions
